Thermal Formed Packaging
Modiform® is a high technology specialty producer of thermal formed packaging. Specialization
includes horticultural trays for potted plants, unique multi-cell propagation plug trays and
other highly innovative and patented horticultural systems. The state of the art manufacturing
facility is located in Holland.
A-ROO Company is pleased to be Modiform’s® distribution partner in North America,
bringing superior quality, uniquely engineered and designed products to professional plant
growers and floral retailer clients. A-ROO offers a coordinated plant selling system unlike
any offered system in North America with the addition of Modiform®.
Modiform's products are made for easy use by growers. They are designed to be distribution
friendly for both growers and retailers and work well together with coordinated plant tags,
pot covers, etc. Modiform® stands well above the market, offering the finest retail presentation
and consumer friendly packaging of its kind anywhere.
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COMBI TRAY™
Unique and patented Carrier style tray for
multiple plants. Allows for great protection for
individual plants, designed to be both plant cart
and shipper box friendly.
Transparent for consumer merchandising appeal
and for ability to add grower or retailer brand
image and consumer information through easy
insertion of Image Card (inquire).
Great for stimulating multiple sales at retail.
Currently available for 5" (12, 13cm) pots only.

Multi-Color Plant Trays
Separate from the rest of the “black and gray
mice.” Standout and make your plants more
eye-catching by adding color to your professional
plant presentation. Coordinate, merchandise
and get more sales by using these high quality
plant friendly plant trays. Many are available
with unique single point watering for all plants
in the tray.

Multi-Mini Packs
Incredible multiple cavity "mini" plant packs
make a dynamic retail and consumer package.
Grower friendly for use and by design – mix and
match varieties, go monochromatic or use diverse
plant colors. Can appear to be an instant "dishgarden." Add an easy to use functional and
potential brand advertising or consumer
information imprinted handle (inquire) to the
Multi-Mini Packs and gain a happy consuming
customer while adding sales.

Propagation Trays
Modiform® has a diverse array of high quality
Plug Trays for the professional plant producer
and grower. Unique and patented Modiform®
plug tray system maximizes grower's space,
stimulates uniform and more rapid growth by
allowing young cells to aerate from below and
then provides the best propagation shipping
method and system on the planet (inquire).

